
Customer  review  of  Pumpkin
Android  5.1  Car  GPS  Stereo
for VW

A  few  months  after  Pumpkin  Android  5.1  Autoradios’
Release,customers like these adorable head unit very much and
they also have something to say,let’s check out together:
Installed in VW Touren fra 14:

I was very hesitant to buy this android head unit based on one
review, but then I found a Youtube video with a live demo.

In short: it’s a cool android 5.1 car stereo double din for
VW. It’s kind of like having a tablet in your car, with a few
add-ons like radio and a DVD player. I also have a backup
camera hooked-up (I could use the pre-installed one instead of
having to use theirs). Apps install like on any other Android
system. So far I’ve installed Pandora radio and Waze. There is
a built-in GPS, but if you have a hotspot function on your
smartphone, you can use Google Maps or Waze as well.

The installation was pretty straightforward in my 2011 Tiguan
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SE. The supplied wire harnass fits perfectly, and I was able
to reuse the existing radio antenna, GPS antenna, and backup
camera.

The lines on the backup camera indicating where you’re going
will only work once the system has fully booted. The camera
itself works immediately.
–by S

For those that said the cd/DVD player of this android 5.1
autoradio gps for vw will not accept a cd/DVD all the way, you
need to remove two screws on top of the unit prior to install.

PROS:
– Perfect fit in 2010 Jetta, pure Android, Quad Core processor
– VW wiring harness included, just plug and play
–  steering  wheel  controls  work  when  the  included  CANBUS
adapter is installed. Plugs into the harness. But you need to
program the controls by selecting steering from the main menu
then selecting MODE. You then press which function you want to
program such as “”volume up”” on the touch screen then press
the “”volume up”” button on the steering wheel for the unit to
learn which buttons do what. When complete, press the OK/save
icon. I got volume, next/back, and call answer/end buttons to
work.
– GPS appears to work. Finds my location quickly but I haven’t
tried the interface for navigation yet. I always use my phone
for nav so might not use this capability. I did notice that
you can store gas mileage information in the GPS section which
is handy.
–by Sayina

More Android 5.1 Car Stereos for VW,click to check here.
More android 5.1 car gps dvd player,click to check here.
Autopumpkin official websites:

US site: www.autopumpkin.com
UK site: http://ift.tt/29hvZcz
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DE site: www.autopumpkin.de

via Blogger http://ift.tt/29HCPo8
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